Curves made easy

Quick Qurve Plate makes adding a distinctive feature to a home quicker and simpler than ever. Just 3 easy steps!

1. FIRST – Shape Quick Qurve Plate to the desired position.
2. SECOND – Nail/Staple into the pivot area to lock the shape.
3. FINALLY – Install Quick Qurve Plate as you would other wood framing members.

FLEX-C PLATE™
Quick Qurve Plate makes adding a distinctive feature to a home quicker and simpler than ever. Just 3 easy steps!

FIRST – Shape Quick Qurve Plate to the desired position.

SECOND – Nail/Staple into the pivot area to lock the shape.

FINALLY – Install Quick Qurve Plate as you would other wood framing members.
At Flex-Ability Concepts we are constantly striving to bring you the very best solutions available for building curved framing applications. Count on Flex-Ability Concepts, The Curved Wall People, for the products you need to make your curved framing project fast, smooth and cost effective.

CURVED WALLS
BARREL-CEILINGS
VARIABLE RADIUS CURVES
“S” CURVES
ROUND COLUMNS
WHATEVER YOU DREAM UP

FLEX-ABILITY CONCEPTS...KEEPING YOU AHEAD OF THE CURVE

Using Flex-C Plate with new Hammer-Lock your creative abilities are unleashed to a world of endless possibilities. Also, labor costs are reduced because using Flex-C Plate is fast and easy as 1, 2, 3.

Quick Curve Plate

FLEX-C PLATE™ WITH HAMMER-LOCK
2x4 & 2x6

FIRST— Bend the plate to the desired position. The pivotal sections of the plate make it easy to create the perfect curve with no uneven or flat spots.

SECOND— Hammer/Flatten the Hammer-Lock tabs on a concrete surface to secure the shape of the plate. For even more strength and for sizes without Hammer-Lock, install self-tapping screws into the sides of Flex-C Plate.

FINALLY— Fasten the Flex-C Plate to the decking or joists.
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Shape Quick Curve Plate to the desired position.

Nail/Staple into the pivot area to lock the shape.

Install Quick Curve Plate as you would other wood framing members.
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